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 FRIENDS FOR LIFE  
 Sweaters you’ll wear again and again  

 CLEaN-ChIC Black, white and grey:  
 Simple yet elegant looks

 hOME aT LaST Muted shades and  
 luscious yarns create soft surroundings



04 FRIENDS FOR L IFE
 Sweaters you’ll wear again and again

 
18 PRIVATE L IVES 
  Let’s get comfy: Muted shades and luscious  

 yarns create soft surroundings

55 INSTRUCTIONS  
 Editor’s Note pg 102, sources pg 102

32 F IRST CHOICE 
 Black, white and grey: Simple yet elegant looks 

 

46 MAGICAL! 
  Cute critters and colorful pillows to cheer  

 up your child’s room

18

Decidedly different: F i l at i  h om e

1 PILLOW This pillow would also work well 

as a floor cushion. The lace and bobble pattern 

is pure nostalgia. Royal tweed

2 SHAWL Indulgent cashmere creates 

sheer perfection. lace cashmeRe

46

4
32

3 HOUSE SLIPPERS They work up  

quickly and would make the perfect gift.  

mille i i

   It’s a magical moment when you walk into a yarn shop with shelves 
exploding with new winter yarns! It signals the start of long, cold winter days, of spending 
quality time at home and creating exquisite knits for your home, yourself and your friends 
and family. For this year’s fall and winter season, our designers have created a unique  
knitwear collection with designs ranging from simple and timeless to nostalgic and colorful. 
We hope this latest issue of Filati home will help you channel your creativity!

 EXCEPTIONALLY BEAUTIFUL
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5 VASE COZY  
Chunky yarn and a  

pretty braid pattern give 

a simple floor vase new 

life. The cozy is stretchy 

enough to fit over a 

square shape as well. 

Vase: Ikea. Balena

4 COAT An allover cable pattern, loosely plied yarn and a flattering collar make this coat  

a show-stopper. Toggles provide a rustic accent. GaRzato BaBy

It’s good to have friends: Chunky knits that  

exude natural charm – attractive, simple 

and timeless designs with perennial appeal.

  riends 
 fOR LIfEF
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6 fLOOR POUfS  
Left: Take a seat! A stunning 

cable pattern adorns these 

buttery-soft poufs. F ilo 

7 COAT Wrap up with a 

little touch of luxury in this 

open-front coat worked in 

easy garter stitch. 

alta moda cashmeRe
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8 WRAP JACKET 
Soft Merino wool and superkid 

mohair make this wrap jacket 

a luxe layer. The face-flattering 

shawl-collar and crocheted 

tie add graceful elements.

woolhaiR

9 TASSEL  
This page: Decorative  

accent for door knobs that’s 

quick and fun to make. 

Balena + cinque alto
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11 SHAWL + 12 PULLOVER  
A crocheted shawl worn over a simple 

stockinette stitch pullover make up  

this feel-good duo. Royal tweed,  

alta moda cashmeRe

10 RUG Our colorful crocheted rug adds instant cheer underfoot. Balena
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Left: 13 PILLOW Decorative pleats and fur pompoms give this pillow cover its distinctive style.  

Pompoms are available at Lana Grossa! GaRzato BaBy,  14 BLANKET A simple crocheted mesh  

is the framework for this blanket. Strands of yarn a later woven through by hand to create the attractive 

plaid pattern. Royal tweed + PeR tutti ,  this page: 15 SWEATER Luxurious cashmere,  

a flattering boatneck and the rich texture of garter stitch take center stage in this easy to knit sweater.  

A great project for beginners. alta moda cashmeRe + lace cashmeRe
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17 fRINGE PILLOW Easy seed stitch provides the base for this eclectic pillow cover. Allover fringe  

is added to the front for added drama. Balena,  18 CABLE PILLOW The tweedy yarn beautifully 

showcases the classic Aran pattern on this handsome pillow cover. classic tweed

16 CASHMERE JACKET 
Slip into textured stitches with 

this no-closure long line jacket 

that’s warm like a winter coat, 

but infinitely more comfortable.  

alta moda cashmeRe
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This page: 19 BASKET Our felted basket is great for storing firewood or newspapers. It’s made up  

of individual garter stitch squares that are crocheted together after the knitting is done. le i  coloR,

right: 20 SWEATER + 21 VEST The twinset updated: Figure-flattering turtleneck in k4, p2 ribbing  

and faux-fur vest in a matching shade of grey. Pelo,  alta moda F ine
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23 TRIO Of BOWLS * Crochet, felt and enjoy; repeat from *. These bowls make a wonderfully  

eye-catching accent for any room. le i ,  le i  coloR

22 SWEATER A garter 

stitch panel gives this basic 

sweater just enough interest. 

The yarn: a luscious Merino/ 

baby alpaca blend.  

GaRzato Piu
PRIVaTE L IVES  

Home at last! Let’s take our coat off  
and get comfy in a cozy cardigan. Pillows, poufs 

and blankets in muted shades create soft  
surroundings for body and soul.

1 ,2 ,3 
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This page: 24 NECK ROLL + 25 THROW Jewel tones are the latest trend in home accessories. 

Perfect examples: the neck roll in garter stitch with decorative tassels and the plush crocheted throw with 

its playful ruffled edge. PeR tutti ,  s ilkhaiR +  s ilkhaiR lux,  right: 26 COVERLET Granny 

squares are crocheted separately and then joined to make this vintage-looking coverlet. The smokey color 

scheme is up-to-the minute. Royal tweed

Filati HOME 21 
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Left: 27 CARDIGAN + 28 LEG  
WARMERS Warm and soft: our open- 

front cardigan with deep front bands and  

knit-in pockets is teamed up with a pair of 

cabled leg warmers for added warmth.  

GaRzato BaBy,  alta moda F ine

This page: 29 PILLOW Sweet dreams: 

Cashmere pillow in a soft shade of lilac.  

A lovely shell pattern decorates the top and 

bottom edge. alta moda cashmeRe  

30 COWL NECK SWEATER  
Delicate mohair yarn is held double to  

create this super soft sweater with dolman 

sleeves. woolhaiR,  31 SHAWL  
Featherlight cashmere shawl made for 

warmth. lace cashmeRe
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Left: 32 PILLOW This little gem of a pillow is worked in easy stockinette stitch with appliquéd crochet 

flowers. Since it’s worked from the center out, it can be made to any size. GaRzato BaBy  33 HOUSE 
SLIPPERS This page: Find your footing in these adorable slippers. They’re constructed from crocheted 

squares that are sewn together. The bobbles lend a rustic touch. alta moda cashmeRe
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34 BAG Pretty crocheted flowers adorn this felted bag. They require a bit of patience, but are worth  

every minute!. FeltRo, right: 35 CARDIGAN Our classic cardigan stitched in a sumptuous Merino/

baby alpaca mix works great with jeans or a vintage dress. GaRzato Piu
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37 THROW The woven pattern gives tactile richness to this cozy throw. Variegated fringe  

adds ethno-appeal. eveRyBody unito + eveRyBody

36 COAT Waist shaping  

and an airy pattern inform  

this crocheted coat.  

The handmade buttons  

add retro grace. casual
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Left: 38 fLOOR CUSHION 
Great for relaxing in front of the 

fireplace. Let a multi-colored 

pillow peek through the openwork 

stitches for a nifty effect.  

le i  PRint,  this page:  

39 V-NECK TOP Sheer  

perfection: this lacy V-neck top 

worked up in lustrous mohair lets 

you show just the right amount  

of skin. lace cashmeRe
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This page: 40 JACKET The luxurious 

mohair/alpaca blend and no-closure 

style update the look of this classic 

jacket. GaRzato Fine,  right:  

41 THROW Stripes and a wavy  

pattern define this stunning throw.  

alta moda alPaca

F I R S T  C H O I C E
Black, white and grey spell elegance. Used solo they enhance  

any stitch pattern, when mixed and matched they put a whole  

new slant on style.
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Left: 42, 43, 44 PILLOWS  

Masculine geometrics are offset by 

serene black in this trio of pillows.

GaRzato BaBy,  

alta moda alPaca,  F ilo

This page: 45 CARDIGAN  

Wrap cardigan in an ombré of rich 

hues from charcoal to silver grey. 

Lush faux fur creates the trim.  

Fumato + FelPa
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Left: 46 SOCKS These cashmere  

socks are perfect for padding around. 

Cabled cuffs provide the focal point.  

solocashmeRe 110

This page: 47 TURTLENECK Boxy 

sweater in brioche stitch. The black and 

white color scheme gives it contemporary 

appeal. alta moda alPaca  

48 WRAP CARDIGAN Contrasting 

shades and a comfortable fit combine to 

create a casual feel for this indispensable 

piece. GaRzato Fine 49 VASE 
COZIES Dimensional texture provides  

a rustic accent to flower vases. F ilo
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50 SHAWL It’s easy to get wrapped up in  

shawl knitting. A softly hued yarn and an exquisite  

lace pattern define this design. Fumato

51 POUf Our pouf is brimming with a veritable garden of felted flowers. Too much embellishment?  

Even without flowers, this design would be a stunner.

le i  +  FeltRo RainBow + FeltRo PRint + FeltRo + le i  coloR
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Left: 52 BATH MAT A simple crocheted mesh is the framework for this mat. Strands of loosely plied 

thick-and-thin yarn are later woven in to create a sturdy fabric. Royal tweed + eFFetto,  

this page:  53 SHOPPER Cabled handles and big bobbles accent this contemporary bag. FeltRo
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Left: 54 + 55 PILLOWS The juxtaposition of bold geometrics and plush furry texture creates a stunning 

effect. alta moda alPaca,  Pelo + FelPa,  56 THROW Black is back as proven by this modernist 

throw.  casual

This page: 57 CHUNKY SWEATER Marled tones of black and white, a hint of Lurex and flattering  

Raglan shaping make this an on-trend wardrobe staple. alta moda cocoon + s ilkhaiR lux,  

58 xL-LOOP Casual striped pullover with becoming cowl neck. Worked in easy stockinette stitch.  

GaRzato Piu + casual + lace lux
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This page: 59 LARGE BASKET Crocheted squares make up this pretty felted basket. le i ,  right:  

60 TURTLENECK Slanted cables and eyelets draw attention to this universally flattering sweater.  

A timeless piece you’ll reach for again and again. classic tweed
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61 SHRUG Short and sweet: 

our shrug in vibrant petrol blue 

looks awesome and offers lots  

of room to move. 

alta moda alPaca  

62 BLANKET A pretty flower 

border worked in duplicate stitch 

wraps around this colorfully  

textured blanket. It’s worked from 

the center out.  suPeRBinGo

63 PILLOWS The cuddly jewel-toned pillows  

are crocheted with 2 strands of cashmere yarn held together. 

alta moda cashmeRe  

 

See next page for striped pillow.

IT ’S  MY 
WORLD!
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I  WOULD KNOW WHERE  
TO F IND THINGS IF  I  D IDN’T 
HAVE TO T IDY UP. . .

66 xL BASKET Perfect storage for beloved stuffed toys. le i

64 COVERLET Even little princesses don’t mind making their bed if it’s topped with this colorful crochet 

coverlet. Royal tweed,  65 STRIPED PILLOW Sweet dreams are guaranteed with this striped 

pillow in favorite colors. The fringe adds extra fun. suPeRBinGo
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67 TURTLE PILLOW Crocheted hexagons make up the 

turtle’s shell for a comfy cushion. BinGo + BinGo PRint 

68 SNAIL PILLOW Take time out and relax on this  

adorable snail pillow. FeltRo

69 DRESS Even Pippi Longstocking 

would love this charming garter stitch 

dress with patch pockets and multi-

colored buttons. Striped leggings add 

panache. BinGo melanGe
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JUST FOR KIDS –  CHEERFUL , 
WILD AND WONDERFUL

72 fOOT STOOL COVER Give new life to an old foot stool with this textured cover in vibrant  

turquoise. mille ii, 73 SLIPPERS Quick to knit slippers with sewn on leather soles to prevent slipping. 

mille i i

70 LONG PULLOVER Our cabled sweater in denim blue goes with everything and will fit for years  

to come. BinGo melanGe,  71 CONTAINER WITH LID Crocheted relief stitches and a  

self-striping chunky yarn combine to create this useful container. And it’s not just for snake charmers!  

eveRyBody
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Beginn Anleitungen

74 SNAKE This snake is no meany, but has a heart of gold. le i
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Ende Anleitungen

Filati HOME 103

75 SCARf The rainbow colors of this scarf  

will appeal to every little girl. Fumato,  

76 MONKEY What’s more fun than a barrel 

of monkeys? This friendly fellow is crocheted  

and then stuffed to make him extra cuddly.  

BinGo melanGe + BinGo PRint  

See page 53 for slippers.



77 THROW Sculptural 

cables and a serene  

shade of taupe imbue this 

gorgeous throw with  

urban appeal. Fauna


